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in the Czech Republic

CZECHTRADE PROVIDES A WIDE RANGE OF BUSINESS SUPPORT AND PARTNERING SERVICES INCLUDING:
Introduction to quality Czech suppliers
Assistance with local outsourcing
Organisation of buyer´s visits and meetings with Czech companies
Trade fair participation support
Information about doing business in the Czech Republic
CzechTrade delivers free and confidential services to help your company find
Czech suppliers and business partners. CzechTrade services represent a reliable
and time-saving way of building your business relationships. Our professional staff overseas
will assist you in researching purchasing opportunities, identifying business partners and
doing business with Czech suppliers of goods and services.
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Introduction

The main purpose of the national agency CzechTrade is to help local companies to break into export markets.
One way for the companies to succeed on the demanding globalising markets is to pool their skills with other
companies in their field and jointly present themselves abroad as horizontal alliances.
A successful example of such strategic associations is the Czech Space Alliance. It is a group of Czech SMEs
that were not afraid to break into a highly sophisticated industrial discipline which is space R&D. Its members
have successfully participated, and continue to do so, in the challenging European Space Agency projects. The
synergy of experience in space projects and the professional work of the international offices of CzechTrade
succeeded in bringing about an improvement of the image of Czech companies among broad range of
professional public abroad. Nowadays Czech software and hardware companies are known to offer knowhow comparable to those in highly developed economies.
To succeed in the demanding and prestigious space technology development is not straightforward. That is
why we are particularly pleased that our clients’ work is being acknowledged abroad. Each such success is a
new challenge for us to improve the quality of our services.
Czech Space Alliance is an example of an export alliance which most contributed to the reputation of this
concept, supported by CzechTrade. We are aware that production of even the most sophisticated equipment
requires also integration of relatively mundane components. The strength of Czech industry is the capacity
to cover a broad range of hardware and service needs. CzechTrade helps the participants through its export
alliances to conquer export markets and to win respectable positions among tough competitors.

Ivan Jukl
General Director, CzechTrade



Czechs in space history, present and
future and the Czech Space Alliance
(CSA)

Czech history is full of references to space discoveries and
science
Contact Point:
Petr Bares
Leader of the Czech Space Alliance
c/o CzechTrade
Dittrichova 21
128 99 Prague
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 603 85 44 77
Fax/E-mail forward: +44 7092 034415

The Czech Republic is not a newcomer in space sciences and space technology. Astronomy and astrology started to thrive
here in the middle ages and culminated during the Soviet era in a broad spectrum of technologies and scientific disciplines
at the forefront of space exploration, even if largely unknown abroad, under the cloak of the Soviet Interkosmos.
For example, in the 16th century, Kepler and Tycho Brahe were among scientific personalities who found in Prague the
right environment and in the Czech kings the benefactors for their groundbreaking work. Two of the Kepler’s laws were
conceived here. In the 17th century, the physicist/mathematician Marek studied light and its decomposition into different
wavelengths, mechanics and astronomy. A moon crater is named after him. Start of the 18th century saw the inauguration
of the Klementinum observatory. Its unbroken record of meteorological measurements is one of the oldest in the world.
In the 19th century Doppler taught at the Prague Technical University. In 1842 he presented to the Royal Czech Learned
Society his investigation of the “Doppler effect”. 70 years later, Einstein was putting the final touches on his theory of
relativity in Prague.

20th century history in the Czechoslovak Republic
In the 1950’s, work under the leadership of Dr. Ceplecha in interplanetary mass movements resulted in the first calculation of
the interplanetary orbit of a meteor, leading to the discovery of the Luhy/Pribram meteorite. Important for stellar astronomy
was the construction of the 2m telescope in Ondřejov in the 1960’s (incidentally, its control system was automated in the
90’s by one of the space alliance members).
Since the 20’s, the Czechs showed passion for launcher technology. In 1929 Pešek registered a patent for a rocket engine,
to accelerate aerial bombs. Another inventor constructed solid fuel rockets and tested them in 1931. His two stage rocket
reached 1500m. Then he tested reaction propulsion on riverboats, and even envisaged rocket launches from aircraft – the
principle used half a century later, by the Pegasus launcher.
In the 50’s the Military Academy in Brno developed sounding rockets. The work peaked in 1968, when they tested solid
fuel prototypes. The goal was to build a cost effective 2-stage launcher kit, capable of reaching 40 km altitude. The project
was stopped following the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the Warsaw Pact in 1968. Rocket motors were used for various
dynamic tests such as simulations of side-wind burst effect on cars, bridges or television masts - early examples of transfer
of space technology…. In the 40’s Frank J. Malina, Czech living in California, co-founded JPL, together with Theodor von
Karman, and participated in development of the first US rockets Private and Corporal.
In 1989 the communist regime fell and with it both the opportunities and interest in the Soviet space programme.

And the newly born Czech Republic?
The Czech Republic was founded after the velvet divorce from Slovakia in 1992. In 1999 it joined NATO, in 2004 the European
Union. The national satellite program Magion continued with launches of spin stabilised Magion 4 and 5 in 1995 and 1996
respectively. The latest national satellite Mimosa with a micro-accelerometer mission, was launched in 2003.
For a more extensive coverage of the Czech space history, you can download a contribution from the IAF 2000 conference
in Rio on http://www.iguassu.cz/downloads/czechs_manuscr2b_rio.pdf.

Czechs in PECS and on the way to ESA membership!
At the break of the century, ESA started to contemplate the most practical way to bring some of the eligible new
democracies into ESA. The PECS, the “Program for ESA Co-operating States” was born. PECS was foreseen to enable
the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and Romania, to get familiar with ESA way of working in a gradual process. Rather
than the full membership contribution (for the Czechs around 6-9 million €) co-operating states could start off with 1
million per annum, committed for a period of 5 years. During this period the contributions should gradually rise in accord
with the growing industrial participation, until reaching the level when the country could accede to the ESA convention.
This is not only helpful to avoid a financial challenge to the government budget, but also to give the industry time to
develop procedural and bidding skills and relationships with ESA member states.
In 2002, to avoid surprises, ESA commissioned a survey of Czech technological skills to establish that the country is ready
and able to draw well the PECS fund. The survey results, carried by the French NODAL Consultancy, were highly positive
(the full presentation at http://www.iguassu.eu/downloads/iss_nodal_mod.pps). It found high level of technical skills,
education, language abilities and companies providing high standard products and services. Some companies already had
experience in space and even ESA projects, some were technically ready, and many needed little to reach the expectations.
NODAL identified existing space projects turnover of 2 million €.
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MIMOSA - Czech national satellite
with a micro-accelerometer
mission, launched by Rockot in
2003. Similar experiement flew
on theSTS-79 mission of the
Shuttle Atlantis.
Satellite platform built by Space
Devices

In the initial 2005 round of PECS, Czech Republic was awarded 9 projects by ESA, including satellite navigation, EO and
satellite control. The government stated it would increase the contributions as fast as it can be effectively used. Since then
several projects had been very successfully completed and new ones started – some already drawing on the previously
gained experience. Whilst at the start all projects were based on direct negotiations, Czechs have now won work in a
competitive tender in a consortium with ESA member partners.

What does PECS mean for ESA member state industry?
That Czech companies have ESABD bidders’ codes and can participate in all ESA programmes, even if CR is not listed on
EMITS as an eligible country. The only exception is TRP. The basic difference in including us in your consortium/bid is, that
the budget for our work packages has to be clearly separated - since the funds come from PECS, rather than the standard
ESA budget.
This is your opportunity to develop relationship with a new, and as such particularly enthusiastic, player in ESA, get familiar
with the high skills of its engineers, and even increase the cost-effectiveness of your bid into the bargain. The Czech cost
base remains lower (but not for long - the Czech crown steadily appreciates against the Euro!) and your proposal/project
effectively draws on an additional fund, the PECS budget. You will also get familiar (and we believe also comfortable) with
you future ESA partner and competitor.

The Czech Space Alliance (CSA)
CSA is an association of Czech SMEs with proven skills and track record in aerospace business – some in space (e.g. ESA), some
in aircraft industry (e.g. Airbus). The alliance was established in 2006 under the auspices of CzechTrade, the export promotion
agency of the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT). It joined other CzechTrade export alliances and, as such, enjoys their
institutional, political and limited financial support. Recently CSA has also benefited from direct support of the Ministry of
Exterior. From the timid start with 3 companies in the autumn 2006, we are 12 strong a year later.
The inspiration came from existing space alliances in ESA countries, and the recognition that whereas the Czech industry is
highly skilled in a number of relevant technologies, it is largely unaware that these can be applied to space projects. Also, that
too little attention had been paid to its needs in this context over the last decade.
After the alliance creation was warmly welcome by the ESA SME Unit, we were also invited to become one of the founding
members of the pan-European association SME4space. The importance given to SME4space by ESA was underlined by the fact
the ESA DG personally signed an MOA with SME4space at the ESA pavilion at Le Bourget.

Formal infrastructures now and in future?
The relationship with ESA is historically the responsibility of the international scientific co-operation department of the
Ministry of Education, supported by the Czech Board for Space Activities (group of volunteers from academia and
industry) and the private non-profit company Czech Space Office CSO (directors of 3 aerospace companies and
academia). CSO made good progress in getting the PECS programme agreed and off the ground. However, it has not been
so successful in addressing the industry and making it aware of the opportunities which ESA offers. Given the large range
of tasks that CSO had take on itself, it is not surprising that it cannot give industry the needed priority and attention. CSA
intends to help by contributing the resources of its members, and by making the industry voice heard and heeded by the
stakeholders.
CzechTrade and the MIT have considerably greater resources and industrial know-how, and promotion of industry in general
and SMEs in particular, is already its principal goal and task. Thanks to years of co-operation with CSA members, both are well
aware of the strategic importance of space technology programmes. This also fits well into their strategy to re-build the Czech
image as that of a highly industrial and technologically advanced country, which we had before we were absorbed into the
Soviet block. Ministry of Transport, with its role in Galileo, should also be a very important partner to MIT as Galileo becomes
the flagship of co-operation between ESA and the EU. Now that the looming ESA membership leads to growing contributions
and growing industrial participation, we believe it is paramount that MIT takes on the leading role in these activities, and
establishes a public Czech Space Agency, to report directly to the government - as is the case in other ESA countries.
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Czech Republic presses negotiations to accede to the ESA
Convention
Contact Point:
Petr Bares
Leader of the Czech Space Alliance
c/o CzechTrade
Dittrichova 21
128 99 Prague
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 603 85 44 77
Fax/E-mail forward: +44 7092 034415

The Czech government has recognised the strategic importance of industrial participation in ESA programs and in 2007
decided to launch an intensive campaign to move on from PECS, the transition program for ESA membership candidates,
to full ESA membership. Formal request to initiate the negotiations was sent to ESA DG on January 9th 2007. The general
director welcomed the application, and forwarded it for consideration of the next ESA Council. The first round of
negotiations started in June, with the visit of an ESA team to Prague, lead by Mr. Jean-Jacques Dordain himself.

Czech negotiation team
Whilst during the transition phase the relationship with ESA had been the responsibility of the Ministry of Education Youth
and Sports, which in turn delegated the practical activities to the private non-profit company named the Czech Space
Office, the membership negotiation team has much broader scope and consists of representatives of Ministry of industry,
education, transport, finances and exterior, the National Security Authority, the aerospace institute VZLU and the Academy
of Sciences.

Czech government in ESA HQ
An example of the importance given by the Czech government to speedy accession to the ESA convention was given
last October, when a delegation led by the prime minister Topolanek, and including his ministers of industry and trade,
transport, vice ministers of foreign affairs and defence, and advisors met the DG in ESA HQ to press for acceleration of
the process. The leader of the Czech Space Alliance was included in this high level delegation. This fact underlined the
government’s practical awareness of ESA membership being about industry and increasing its competitiveness. The
DG commented that he appreciated the seriousness of the government’s goal also because he had never had so many
ministers in his office at the same time.
The conclusion was that the DG will forward the urgency to the counsel and that all involved will be committed to press
the accession process at the highest possible speed.
1
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Czech flag ready to be added to
the ESA fold. The Czech Prime
Minister and ESA DG
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Czech Government in ESA HQ:
from the left - Czech Space
Alliance leader, Minister of
Transport, Minister of Industry,
the Prime Minister, ESA DG, ViceMinister of Defence, Vice Minister
of Foreign Affairs, director of ESA
science, director of ESA legal
department

ESA Audit of Czech technology industry
Days later, ESA carried out an audit of the capabilities of Czech industry. Five ESA experts reviewed previously prepared
questionnaires distributed to Czech entities selected by the relevant ministries, the Czech Space Office and several
professional organisations. Three days were then spent in face to face meetings with 26 chosen companies and two
research institutes, including also visits to four aerospace factories. Most of the members of the Czech Space Alliance were
among those selected for personal interviews. One of the factories visited was also a member of the alliance, and a supplier
to Airbus, including the 380.
At the time of writing, there has been no official announcement of the audit results. Nevertheless, all indications create the
expectation of very good results.

Next steps
Whilst the accession negotiations are in progress at the political level, it is up to the Czech industry to show not only that
its capabilities are up to the standard necessary for full ESA membership, which the audit is expected to demonstrate, but
also that it has sufficient interest and capacity to develop partnership with ESA member companies and to participate with
them in new projects under the existing ESA PECS programme. The start has been made - several industrial projects have
been successfully completed, and others are in progress. One of the latter had been won in a competitive ESA bid, with an
industrial partner and prime from Italy. But more activity is needed and this requires more contacts and mutual awareness
of potential Czech suppliers and ESA member state industry.
The Czech Space Alliance has been active in making broader industrial base aware of ESA opportunities, by publishing
articles in national dailies, technical papers, as well as professional magazines, such as the recent monthly of the
Confederation of industry of the Czech Republic.

Czech Space Alliance mission to ESTEC, sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
One element of the alliance promotion activity is the visit of the alliance members to the Netherlands, to meet ESA staff
and industrial representatives in ESTEC as well as to meet the Dutch space industry. This has been made possible by very
strong support and hard work of the Rotterdam office of the export agency of the Czech Ministry of Industry and Trade,
CzechTrade, and excellent co-operation of the Czech Ambassador and his team in The Hague. Whilst the budding space
industry has been benefiting from Czechtrade support for some time now, we are pleased to see the added support of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who are also members of the ESA membership negotiation team.
Indeed, the printing of this publication, prepared for the occasion of the first presentation of a Czech
industrial group in ESA, has been sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Your next step as ESA industry?
Contact any of the alliance members, some of which already participate in ESA and Galileo projects, for further information.
The leader of the alliance had been ESA staff member for 12 years, so you will easily find common language. Apart from
offering our own technical know-how, we can help find the relevant partner for you even in technologies that our alliance
members do not yet cover. Consider us for your consortia! We will bring important skills, you gain new and enthusiastic
partners for future and, whilst we are in PECS, we will not even eat into your project budget.
We look forward to developing good working relationship with further international partners and space alliances.
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Cestmir Barta, BBT Materials Processing, Crystal
Science & Technology Institute, Prague (BBT)
Cestmir Barta, BBT Materials
Processing, Crystal Science
& Technology Institute
Doubicka 11
184 00 Prague 8
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 284 890 447
284 689 289
Fax: +420 284 689 289
E-mail: bartabbt@atlas.cz
http://bbt.mysteria.cz

Main Fields of Activities
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Material science and technology in microgravity and in Space (Salyut 6-Sojuz, MIR, ISS). Determination of thermal history
of glassy and crystallic materials using chemical, physical and digital image analyses.Study and control of processes
of preparation and processing of materials by “in-situ” methods. Study of crystal growth and solidification processes
including non-equilibrium solidification of multicomponent melts.
Development and manufacturing of robotized mechanisms, scientific apparatuses, devices and modules including
mechanics, electronics and software for Space and on-ground applications. Our products (e.g. space furnaces, scientific
modules, multi-purpose platforms) were operational on board Salyut 6 - Sojuz and MIR for 17 years (non-stop from 1984
up to 2001) + developed for the ISS.
Research and development of mercurous halides based optical and acousto-optical units (suitable for high technology
applications including aero-space, military, defense, satellite communications and tracking systems, instrumentation
and general laboratory testing (e.g. polarisation optics, acousto-optical tunable filters, hyperspectral infrared imaging
cameras and systems, spectroscopy, microwave components, etc.).
Consultancy in the field of acousto-optics, crystal growth and applications.

Other activities:
 Operation of the business centre.
 Participation in the Czech Board for Space Activities.
 Participation in the National Committee for COSPAR.
 Participation in the Czech Space Alliance (founding member).
The BBT team is proud to be associated with many scientific and technological programmes and projects. Our products
(scientific facilities and devices) were operational on board Salyut 6 - Sojuz and MIR orbital laboratories for 17 years ! - nonstop from 1984 up to 2001 (to 1990 within the Czech. Acad. Sci., from 1991 within BBT).

Some our selected products and achievements
CSK-1A, -1B and -1C: The programmable space furnaces and crystallizers for MIR-type and FOTON-type orbital laboratories
for material research in microgravity.
TITUS/CSK-4: The 2nd generation programmable space furnace for the Euromir´95 (ESA) and MIR´99 - PERSEUS (CNES)
missions (in co-operation with DLR, ESA, DARA, Humboldt Univ., RKK Energija).
Fast optical processors for Space applications (ESA) - BBT in co-operation with STIL, Ireland.
Mercurous halides, sapphire and ruby crystals and their applications (acousto-optics, polarizers, IR-optics,
microwaves, laser technologies, electronics etc.).
Non-equilibrium multi-component alloys: Realisation and scientific evaluation of the ground-based, space and postflight experiments. R&D and manufacturing of the related apparatuses, devices, software, etc.
Assistance in the training of astronauts to operate the research apparatuses made in BBT.
Equipment for material experiments both in long-term micro-gravity and in a short weightless-ness using a drop tower
and in higher gravity fields using centrifuges.
Advanced TITUS: The 3rd generation facility designed for the material experiments in micrograv-ity. (In co-operation with
DLR-MUSC, Humboldt Univ., RKK Energia/MIR).
TITUS MPP (Multi-Purpose Platform with the Advanced Tubular Furnace with Integrated Thermal Analysis Under Space
Conditions) – 4th generation facility designed as a tool for the materials sciences experiments on board the International
Space Station (ISS). (In co-operation with DLR, Humboldt Univ., RKK Energia and with a financial supports of the Ministry of
Education of the Czech Republic and ESA-PRODEX).
Passive Damping Platform: Damping of vibrations and other disturbing accelerations for a material research in
microgravity.
Thermographic probe with 10 thermocouples was used for determination of the temperature profiles in space furnaces.
DTA (differential thermal analysis) probe with six chambers was used for both the study of phase transitions in
materials and an accurate calibration of absolute temperature scale. The theoretical models of kinetic phase diagrams
have been developed.
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Participation in selected programmes and projects

CSK1-1C space furnace with the
astronauts Pedro Duque (Spain)
and Ulf Merbold (Germany) – ESA
Programme EuroMIR´94

INTERKOSMOS - MORAVA I (1976-80, Salyut 6-Sojuz), Morava II (1986-88, MIR), Morava III (1990-97, MIR), CSK-3 (1989-

90) and CSK-1 (1984-2001): Preparation, realisation and analysis of the international projects in material sciences.
International Users Support Centre for Interkosmos projects in material science which also served for German
experiment TES in 1993-4 (laboratory for the ground-based preparation, realisation and scientific evaluation of space
experiments) (within CSAV).
RIM-MIR: Experiments of a recalescence of Ag-Ge alloys on board MIR using the CSK-1 furnace (three-lateral co-operation
of Germany (DLR), Czechoslovakia and Russia).
TES and TEST-TES: Participation in the German (DLR) TES and TEST-TES experiments of a recalescence of alloys (realised
on board MIR orbital laboratory using CSK-1 furnace).
Drop-tower Bremen: Non-equilibrium solidification experiments performed under conditions of a short-term free fall
(in co-operation with ZARM-University in Bremen, Germany).
MIR‘92 (1992-3): Set of material experiments on board MIR using the CSK-1 furnace (ESA, DARA, DLR-MUSC, BBT, RKK
Energija).
EuroMIR‘94 (1994-5): Set of material experiments on board MIR using the CSK-1C furnace (ESA, DARA, DLR-MUSC, BBT,
RKK Energija).
EuroMIR‘95 (1995-6): Set of material experiments on board MIR using the TITUS/CSK-4 furnace (ESA, DARA, DLR-MUSC,
BBT, RSC Energija, Humboldt Univ., Kayser-Threde).
GermanMIR´97 (1997): German prgramme (DLR) - set of material experiments on board MIR using the BBT furnace CSK-4
(TITUS).
MIR´99 - PERSEUS (1999): Set of material experiments on board MIR using the BBT furnace CSK-4 (TITUS) - RSC ENERGIJA
(Russia) and CNES (France).
KONTAKT: Set of material space experiments.
PRODEX: Study of non-equilibrium solidification of multi-component alloys, DTA measurements.

Photo DLR, Germany
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TITUS MPP Multi-Purpose
Platform - artist’s view
TITUS space facility on board
the MIR space station with the
French astronaut Jean-Pierre
Haigeneré (Project MIR´99
– PERSEUS)
Photo CNES, France
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TITUS MPP - Bread-board model
BM-1
TITUS and CSK-1C space facilities
on board the MIR space station
(Project MIR´99 – PERSEUS)
Photo CNES, France
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CompoTech Plus s.r.o.
CompoTech PLUS spol. s r. o.
Družstevní 159
322 01 Sušice
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 376 526 839
Fax: +420 376 522 350
E-mail: Karel@compotech.com
www.compotech.com

CompoTech PLUS provide competitive advantage in structural
composite tubes to the world’s leading companies
CompoTech PLUS offers expertise, design consultancy, R&D, and manufacturing in structural composite
tubes. We help our customers to develop market opportunities and work with them to enhance their
products and maximise their cost benefits. This is achieved by optimizing the composite tube, it’s
production technology, and the use of materials.

What’s in a Tube?
A simple and versatile shape, a composite tube can be deceptive. Look a little closer and you will start to unravel the secrets
inside this tube’s structure.
Found in all sorts of places – in printing presses, cars, wind turbines, yachts – this composite tube enhances the performance
of many structures or mechanical operations, and CompoTech has dedicated its efforts over the past 10 years to developing
technology that makes this tube more effective. Whether that’s providing stiffness, strength, reducing weight,
improving efficiency, or reducing cost.
Made from carbon, aramid and/or glass fibres, CompoTech’s tubes are highly engineered and are produced using the
company’s unique zero degree axial fibre laying process. Although often compared to filament winding, CompoTech’s
process differs by offering increased performance through higher mechanical properties, in particular higher bending
stiffness and strength. This is achieved as a result of a thorough understanding of composite processes, and ongoing
research, analysis and design.
These resources and skills enable CompoTech to be a solution provider, not just a tube manufacturer, so customers can rely
on the supply of a part to match their needs, deadlines and costs.

CompoTech Plus provides solutions for a wide range
of industries and applications
Not as simple as they look, CompoTech’s carbon and glass composite tubes are highly engineered and manufactured
using a unique zero degree axial fibre laying process, which has been developed over the past ten years through extensive
research, analysis and practical application.
The refinement of this process enables CompoTech to offer highly customised tubes, which can vary in length, diameter,
wall thickness, shape, and mechanical properties. CompoTech’s team of experts is able to help you to find the right solution,
depending on performance requirements and integration with other components.
As well as customised tubes, CompoTech offers a range of standard tubes.
All CompoTech products are capable of directly and/or indirectly achieving some or all of the following:
 Reducing weight
 Reducing labour time
 Reducing the number of components
 Reducing cost
 Reducing longevity
 Reducing performance
CompoTech tubes continue to be specified in many applications, but nearly all of them have this in common: CompoTech
can use the extra stiffness that is available with their unique axial fibre laying technique either to provide a stiffer tube or to
give the stiffness specified with a thinner, lighter laminate at less cost than filament winding.
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Binary Star (Astronomer Kopal in
Litomysl)

Technology

2

Small diameter carbon tubes

3

Hydraulic cylinder and piston rod
with unique joint system

CompoTech places equal importance on every aspect of its technical capability, from the initial design and engineering
through to materials selection and production process. Much research has been carried out into all of these areas to ensure
customers receive a structural composite tube that will perform to the highest standards, whatever the application.
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Robor frame
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Special purpose carbon tubes

6

Robot T-arm

1

Zero degree axial fibre laying process
CompoTech has developed its own fibre laying process for structural composite tubes, which is particularly suitable for
components which require high bending stiffness and stability.
This process offers:
 Maximum bending stiffness and strength
 Predictable and controllable high fibre content
 Consistent and repeatable thin or thick walled tubes and sections
 A productivity better than filament winding and pull winding
This is due to the optimisation of the axial fibre placement, which achieves high volume fibre fraction of up to 70% and low
porosity, both of which contribute to the impressive stiffness and strength performance.
The laying of fibres in filament winding is carried out at a small ‘helical’ angle of 5° or 7°, which is often called ‘near zero’.
Although many people believe the strength and stiffness characteristics to be the same as zero degree (unidirectional)
axial filament laying, CompoTech’s research has shown that there is a clear improvement of about 15% in stiffness and
about 40% in strength of zero degree axial fibre laying over ‘near zero’ degree.
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Czech Space Research Centre Ltd.
CSRC, spol. s r.o.

Profile, History and Mission

Karlova 7
61400 Brno
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 541 224 841
+420 545 230 355
+420 573 333 077
Fax: +420 545 230 355
E-mail: info@csrc.cz
URL: www.csrc.cz

CSRC - Czech Space Research Centre, Brno, a privately owned Ltd. company, was founded in 1994 to transfer the space
technology and standards to the Czech industry.
CSRC was settled to be the focal point for the Czech industry, accessing space activities in Europe and worldwide.
CSRC cooperates with the Brno University Of Technology in the frame of the European programs for technology exchanges
and development, especially programs, associated with the space and other demanding fields of activities.
CSRC can provide extensive cooperation and links with partners in the top technology field.
CSRC has introduced certified system of quality assurance corresponding to ISO 9001:2000 standard.

Electronic Design and Clean-room PCB Assembly
Design of electronic and programmable systems
is based on the following components:

Standard digital circuits and single-chip microcontrollers (C51 family, Microchip etc.), digital circuits with signal processors
- FPGA and CPLD design using VHDL, behavioral simulation of the design, testing - a multi-layer PCB design, electronic
circuits for the PCI bus, including control software development - analog circuits design, behavioral simulation.

High-reliable Assembly in a Clean-room

CSRC clean-room facility class D 100 000 meets the needs for manufacturing of high-reliable electronic and mechanical systems
requiring high level of cleanness. The facility is certified according ESA standards.
The operators are trained in Italian and German space industry for more than one-year period, they are certified according ESA
standards in PCB assembly, treatments and related technologies.
Available technologies: Thermal pre-soldering processes, degolding and pretinning component lead, soldering of throughhole components, soldering of SMD components, fine pitch soldering, fine mechanical operations - frame, fasteners installation,
riveting, treatment, cleaning, nitrogen drying, polymerization, mechanical pre-soldering processes - preforming, bending,
cutting of component leads.

Software Development

The design of software is focused on control and data processing for aerospace, communications or process control,
including efficient man-machine interface.
The software development team provides: Single-chip microcontrollers programming in C language and assembler, signal
processor programming in C language and assembler, development of user specific applications for PC.

Mechanical Design & Manufacturing

The design of the parts and/or entire mechanical systems is realized using CAD/CAM systems with electronic data formats
exchange.
Mechanical manufacture is outsourced in facilities, qualified and certified in the field of aeronautics and space
production.

Available technologies:

CNC machining, alodine, anodisation, electron beam welding, glass feed-through manufacturing, thin layer sputtering,
alodine in aerospace quality, laser-beam cutting.

Design Verification

The design is in all projects submitted to verification using mechanical and thermal analysis based on finite elements
method.
Parameters are verified to allow safe operation in the space conditions, according to temperature range in the satellite in
space, vibrations during the launch phase.
Testing procedures for thermal vacuum and mechanical vibrations tests is a standard.
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Project Management

Segmented Langmuir probes
from project DSLP on scientific
project PROBA2, in TVT chamber

The design process covers the following phases, steps and processes: User requirements analysis, preliminary design,
prototyping and design verification, final design, analyses and simulations, components and material procurement, control
software with graphical user interface, user and service documentation, test equipment design and manufacture, delivery and
integration support, quality assurance.

Data processing unit of project
DSLP on scientific project
PROBA2

References

Mechanical box of PSAC
experiment on scientific project
INTEGRAL

Satellite INTEGRAL, PSAC (launched)

The Plastic Scintillator Anti-Coincidence unit: flight unit for photomultiplier high-voltage control; development, design,
analyses, manufacture, testing, delivery, support in integration.

Example of documentation
describing simulation of
mechanical behavior of
eclectonic components on
integrated circuit board

Satellite SMART-1, EPDP unit (launched)

reconstruction from RS-232 to CAN bus; development, design, analyses, manufacture, testing, delivery, support in
integration.

Measurement unit of experiment
EPDP on scientific project
SMART1

Satellite DEMETER, IVC (launched)

Design of the I/V converter for Langmuir probe, hardware converting low-current of pA to µA range to voltage; development,
design, analyses, manufacture, testing, delivery, support in integration.

Clean Room class 100.000

Satellite PROBA 2 (in progress)

Design of the I/V converter for Langmuir probe, hardware converting low-current of pA to µA range to voltage, data
processing unit, providing communication with the system; development, design, analyses, manufacture, testing, delivery,
support in integration.

Satellite XMM, EPIC

Design and development of a test equipment for XMM Satellite, simulating the spacecraft services and supporting the
calibration of the major experiment on board consisting of a large CCD-array sensitive to X-ray, the acquisition of the image
and the scientific analysis of data.

AGILE DFE

(Minicalorimeter Digital Front-End) test equipment has been designed for the AGILE project (gamma rays research) of the
Italian Space Agency (ASI). The test equipment (TE) will test functions of the minicalorimeter interface to the scientific
console - transmission of measured data and receipt of control commands. In addition to, the TE includes stabilized power
supplies.

MALST

The green turtles carry a compact device designed in CSRC on their shells. This device monitors and records speed and
direction of the moving turtle, submergence status and depth. Recorded data are transmitted to the ARGOS satellites.
These data can be read and evaluated by the involved scientists.
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evolving systems consulting s.r.o.
evolving systems consulting
Nám. Dr. Holého 1052/11
180 00 Praha 8
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 604 347 014
Fax with e-mail forward:
+49 (0)721 151 313 879
E-mail: richard.sysala@evolvsys.cz
www.evolvsys.cz
ESA bidders code: ESABD 58020

General information


Evolvsys.cz is a software producer.



Provides innovative technologies and comprehensive know-how to benefit customers in several 		
countries (Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Poland, Russia).



Company is active in the areas of Information, Communications, Control and Automation.

Products and activities
Flight software programming for various satellite on-board instruments:
Flight software (Startup SW & Application SW) for ESA’s SWARM Microaccelerometer MAC-04.
We are working on the Flight software (Startup SW & Application SW) and GSE software (Test Equipment SW) for an
Microaccelerometer Instrument MAC-04 for the Earth‘s Magnetic field and environment Explorer SWARM. We deliver the
complete software packet in all phases (Requirements and architecture design phase, Detailed design and implementation
phase, Delivery and acceptance phase).
The ESA mission will provide the best ever survey of the geomagnetic field and its temporal evolution, in order to gain new
insights into the Earth System by improving our understanding of the Earth’s interior and physical climate and the launch
is mentioned for 2010.

GSE (Ground Segment Equipment) software programming:
Ground Segment Equipment (Test Equipment) software for the MAC-04.

Data Processing software:
We are developing Data Processing Ground Segment software for SphinX - a fast Soft X-ray Spectrophotometer for the
Russian CORONAS Solar Mission (http://www.astro.mephi.ru/english/e_photon.htm) in cooperation with Astronomical
Institute, Academy of Sciences of the CR, v. v. i. The end customer is Space Research Center of the Polish Academy of
Sciences.
The purpose of software is to analyze and process incoming data dumps, downloaded from the Spacecraft operational
center. The inputs for the processing are SphinX spectrometer science (X-ray) data and auxiliary data - housekeeping/
technological data and S/C position/orientation data. Processed data will be accessible locally using the interactive
visualization tool and remotely using Web server (data catalogue and visualization). The launch is planned for mid-2008.

Non Space:
Integration and Process Automation of large IT Systems: Integration of the Security Management System (SMS) Concept and execution of the merger between the Savings banks in the KSV System.


Architecture of Web Applications, connected with Databases, running on Mainframe: Internet Banking Architecture
- a multi-channel platform for connecting of various distribution channels (HBCI, Web), connecting of cooperation
partners (TxB, LBS) and provision of their services over the Internet, S-Internet banking architecture (Savings banks’ Internet
banking).


ASMM digital TV: The Web 2.0 Application Yam!TV plays back music and enables to control the counting rate of clips
through interactive voting.


RWE Rhein-Ruhr: Implementation of the system Optimization of Energy Flows for the RWE collection centre in Ruhr
Area.


RWE Graphic modeling of the network of gauging points of the energy flows and their statistic evaluation; integration
of customers and trade partners through the Internet.
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Test & Configuration Management of large scaled IT Systems.
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CORONAS (Complex ORbital
Observations Near-Earth of
Activity of the Sun) – Russian
program for study of the Sun
and solar-terrestrial connections
physics by series of spacecrafts,
which provides launching of
three solar-oriented satellites
onto the near-Earth orbit.
“CORONAS-PHOTON” is the
third satellite in this series. Two
previous missions of the project
are “CORONAS-I” (launched on
March 2, 1994) and “CORONAS-F”
(launched on July 31, 2001).
Launching date of “CORONASPHOTON” spacecraft is 2008

Technical know-how
We have in our team qualified software engineers, who have made several flight software kits as well as ground segment
software for several satellites. They are fit in real-time and embedded systems programming.
Besides of that we have Software Architects, Database Engineers and good Test & Configuration Engineers.
Our German sister company is focused on Consultancy services in Banking and Energy Supplier segments of industry.
Our “Space” Engineers are familiar with ECSS-E-40B (Space Engineering – Software, Part 1B & Part 2B), our management
also with ECSS-Q-20B (Quality Assurance), ECSS-Q-80B (SW Product Assurance) and ECSS-M-40B (Space Engineering –
Configuration management), and other ECSS standards.

Field of specialization


Embedded software & Real-time software & Control systems & Navigation

рентгеновской астрономии Солнца,



Software Architecture & Design & Consultancy & Development & Programming

ФИАН



NASA’s SolarSoft & Research SW in ASM/C for ARM/ATMEL processors to control devices/sensors

2

“SphinX“ is a Fast Soft X-ray
Spectrophotometer for the
CORONAS-PHOTON Solar Mission

Software quality

3

The Swarm concept consists
of a constellation of three
satellites in three different polar
orbits between 400 and 550
km altitude. High-precision and
high-resolution measurements of
the strength and direction of the
magnetic field will be provided
by each satellite. Each Swarm
satellite will be eight metres
long © ESA

We apply the ECSS standards:
 ECSS-E-40B
Space Engineering – Software, Part 1B & Part 2B
 ECSS-E-70A
Ground systems and operations - Part 1A & Part 2A
 ECSS-E-70-41A
Space Engineering – Ground systems and operations — Telemetry and telecommand packet
		
utilization
 ECSS-M-00-03A
Risk management
 ECSS-M-40B
Space Engineering – Configuration management
 ECSS-Q-20B
Quality Assurance
 ECSS-Q-80B
SW Product Assurance

4

Logo of ESA’s magnetic field
mission Swarm

“Space” objectives for next years

© 1953-2007 Лаборатория

Evolvsys.cz would like to be one of the best players on field of software development for
 scientific
 commercial
 military
satellite on-board systems in Central Europe, and for all possible
 embedded &
 real-time systems.

4

We are also very interested in ESA projects in
 Downstream Services
 Telecommunications
 Ground Segment Data Processing software
 Earth Observation and
 Satellite Navigation
We want to succeed in crossfire of ESA ITTs.
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FIMES a.s.
FIMES, a. s.
Sokolovská 573
686 01 Uherské Hradiště
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 572 522 648
+420 572 801 648
Fax: +420 572 551 572
E-mail: fimes@fimes.mesit.cz
www.fimes.mesit.cz
Contact person: Ing. Antonín Piluša
Tel.: +420 572 522 696
+420 572 801 696

History
FIMES a.s. is a part of MESIT holding a.s., which associates a group of companies involved for already 50 years in
production of aviation instruments, radio communication, measuring and computer equipment, printed circuit
boards, accurate castings, dies, tools, and precise machine components.
FIMES a.s. is an independent legal entity established in year 1993 with 170 employees (of which 65 in the foundry)
work in its two plants, tool shop and foundry. The company is situated in the district town Uherské Hradiště in the
south east of Moravia, lying 75 km from Brno, 300 km from Prague, and 170 km from Vienna.

Business activities








investment castings from aluminium, copper and steel alloys
pressure die castings from Al alloys
gravity die castings from Al alloys
tools
special tools and jigs
injection molds for plastics and metal casting
precise machining parts and gauges

The company currently participates in the aviation production and various other fields as the supplier of sophisticated
castings and a wide range of tools, supplied mainly by the company MESIT ronex, DICOM and MESIT přístroje. As an
example we could mention a set of accurately cast thin-walled castings for a fire switches or wheels for pilots and
or fuel pumps and or the RF 13 tactical communication system, which also includes an aircraft version. The above
mentioned castings are also used in the GPS satellite navigation system. Battery charger castings are supplied not
only to the company DICOM but also to the others collaborating companies.
Sets of investment casting from aluminium alloys are applied on L 410, L 420, Eurostar, Ae 270 Ibis, Raven aircraft,
some Boeings, Airbuses, new version fighters and some helicopters.

References in Aircraft industry
 Crane Aerospace (USA)
 Lear Romec (USA)
 Hydro-Aire (USA)
 Page Aerospace (GB)
 Moog (GB)
 Ferranti (GB)
 Goodrich (GB)
 Thales ( FR)
 Schneider Electric ( FR)
 Soditech (FR)
 Artus (FR)
 Crouzet ( FR)
 Liebherr ( FR)
 Airsigna (D)
 AOA (D)
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Investment casting from Al alloys

Certification

2

Investment casting from Al alloys

The company introduced the quality control system certified according to EN ISO 9001:2000.

3

Investment casting from Al alloys

4

Produce of the injection moulds
for plastics

Quality system
Continual improvement of quality level of our products and services is of essential importance for assuring long-term
prosperity towards company as well as customer interests.
FIMES, a.s. management commits to establishing, maintaining and continual improvement of the quality management
system according to EN ISO 9001:2000 and preparing new level quality NADCAP during next years. The high quality of
products is achieved thanks to long-lasting experience and use of the modern equipment in technical and production
departments.

4
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Frencken Brno s.r.o.
Frencken Brno s.r.o.
Jarní 48
614 00 Brno
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 - 5 45 42 57 11
Fax: +420 - 5 45 42 57 27
www.frencken.cz
e-mail: mailbox@frencken.cz

Quality system certificate:

ISO 9001

The company Frencken Brno s.r.o. was established in 1994 and the same year a new production plant
was built up in the Brno industrial zone. The production of precision mechanical parts has started since
January 1995. The production has gradually expanded and the company has made massive investments,
for the most into productive CNC technologies. Frencken Brno owns also adequate measuring instruments, including two 3D (CNC) measuring devices. All measuring instruments and devices are periodically calibrated and the inspection workplace is air-conditioned. Frencken Brno utilises the state-of-the
art CPC system, supplied by MAZAK, for planning, production control and monitoring of the machine
operations.
Products of Frencken Brno are exported for the most into the EU countries and USA. Frencken Brno is
certified in compliance with ISO 9001, AS 9100 and QSF-A as supplier of the German Aerospace Industry.
Frencken Brno s.r.o. has estabilished management systems in accordance to ISO 14001 and OHSAS
18001.

Products
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Frencken Brno presents itself as a supplier of preci-sion mechanical parts
and mechanical assemblies for the professional use in small up to medium
series. The acquired know-how makes possible to supply the components
for aircraft and space industries, for micro-electronics, production of special machinery, vacuum technique, radar control and navigation technologies, medical instruments and optics. The components and mechanical
assemblies are manufactured and supplied in accordance with documentation and customer requirements, with a guarantee of compliance with the respective standards and
regulations.

Production Capability
Programming
High flexibility in production of small batches and programming
of CNC machines according to 3D models is reached with using of
three CAD/CAM Solidworks and Camware (Mazak) workstations.

Machining
Machining is realized with up-to-date CNC machines Mazak,
Fehlmann and Tajmac. Milled parts are produced on three,
four and five axis milling centres. For assuring of productivity the flexible automatized five axis milling centre PICOMAX
90M (Fehlmann) with robot Erowa and stock for 160 pallets
was installed. All lathes are also able to effectively perform
milling operations so that the production with minimum
number of fixturing is assured. Lathes are equipped with
three, four, five and nine driven axis.

Welding
WIG micro-welding device is used for production of precision assemblies made of stainless steel. Welded assemblies are
delivered for instrumental and vacuum techniques. There is
also possibility of performing vacuum leak-proof testing.

Assembly
Significant part of whole production are modules which are delivered with required testings. In order
to increase the ability of delivering precision modules the company is going to build a new assembly
facility with possibility of performing high-clean assembly.

Inspection
Inspection of components is realized in air-conditioned department with
using of 3D CMM by Mitutoyo. Whole measuring equipment is regularly calibrated. Inspection reports can be made according to customer
demands including FAI report in correspondence with AS 9100.
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Hacker Model Production a.s.
Hacker Model Production a.s.
Zahradní 465
270 54 Řevničov
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 313 562 229
+420 313 564 381
Fax: +420 313 562 258
E-mail:
karelhacker@hacker-model.com
www.hacker-model.com

Cosmic Technology in the Czech Republic
On Earth as well as on Mars with E-manufacturing
The technology E-manufacturing is designated as a technology of the future and is thereby currently
tested by NASA, because for a voyage to Mars the astronaut needn’t to take with a ship full of spare
parts, a lathe, a milling machine when he may have material in power, SLS machine and 3D data in the
computer. He can fabricate a spare part according to an instant need.
The technology E- manufacturing (formerly known as 3D printing) uses the principle Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) on
the machine EOSINT P385. Power material is stepwise distributed in the layer from 0.1 mm and every layer is smelted
by the laser. By this way a part is stepwise “growing”. Contrary to classic machining, the material is not taken off, but it
is added. The principle of this technology is 3D data – volume model drafted in 3D program on the computer.
This 3D model is first set by a special software to the position, in which it will be fabricated and then it is “cut” into
layers. Usually 0.1 mm. Such cuts = 2D drawings constitute a directing program for the laser (SLS) which is focused on
the plane of the construction site. As I have already mentioned at the beginning, the technology E-manufacturing
has found its use in cosmos and more and more companies use its advantage at the construction and design of
new products as well as at manufacturing of special parts which cannot be manufactured by technologies of chip
machining. For the design of a new product – a vacuum cleaner, a mobile phone, binoculars, a submachine gun,
a car, an aeroplane, special parts for health service, foundry industry, fashion design industry, models of objects for
architects …, which is already construed in 3D drawing software you have the possibility to manufacture
a prototype by which you test its functional property and its shapes and not least you install into it all necessary parts
and by it you will test whether all parts match.
The surface and colour of products is able to be adjusted exactly in a way, how a part manufacturing in series
will look. This all is made within several hours without a need to manufacture a design! Your new product may be
presented on a fair in the real form or you can provide your customers with such produced “prototypes” to test
your marketing qualifications already before the commencement of the series manufacturing. At development and
construction of new cars, all plastic parts are produced by the technology E-manufacturing. By this way the designers
may, a long time before a new car is presented to the public, test, adjust shapes and make all necessary tests to verify
functional property of designed parts.
You can change fast and cheaply your intentions into reality through the use of the technology E-manufacturing
and the designers may retrieve in time pertinent defects without a risk of a repair of expensive moulds already
manufactured. Polyamide 12 (PA 2200) or Polyamide 12 with glass (PA 3200GF) are mostly used for these parts.
Aerodynamic covers of suction tube of Formula 1 cars are produced by technology SLS. This is a single-part production
and each cover may have different shapes. Special parts within the single-part production may be produced on
manufacturing equipments for defence industry.
Special hard polystyrene, of which a burnable model is set, was developed for manufacturing casts, which are difficult
regarding their shape. You have within several hours a model for shaping, including gating. Models may be built with
different percent of shrinkage. An advantage of the technology E-manufacturing consists in possibility to fill up
a fabrication box and it is possible to fabricate, by this way, several parts with different shapes together.

Advantages of a SLS part
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Great
tenacity comparable with tenacity of series materials – they guarantee 99 % mechanic values of tenacity,
elasticity, thermo stability of materials used within the series manufacturing

Produced
part may be directly used for tests by which it is necessary to test tenacity and functionality of the part in
the practise

Very
suitable for test series and for manufacturing of special parts which are difficult regarding their shapes and by
which the manufacturing of a mould would be cost-ineffective

Series
from 1 piece – final quantity is not limited

The
shortest time for producing – production time is counted by hours

3





4


Very
low performance costs – you don’t need to have any mould – parts are produced directly from 3D data

Weight
of a particular part: form 1 gram

Dimensions
of the part are not limited

Kinds of materials designated for manufacturing parts







Polyamide
PA12 (PA 2200)

Polyamide
with glass PA12 + 30 % of glass (PA 3200GF)

Polyamide
with Aluminium PA12 + 50 % Aluminium (Alumide)

Polystyrene
Primecast (special hard Polystyrene for burnable models)

Somos-Gum
suitable for fabrication of soft parts (hose, gasket, shaped material)

An innovation is fabrication of metal materials, such as bronze, steel, tool steel, rustless steel, medical and constructional
titan alloys, Co-Cr components etc. Fabrication is proceeded by 0.02 mm with accuracy of +/- 0.05 mm. The principle of
fabrication is same as at fabrication of plastic parts. In case of your interest concerning the manufacturing parts, do not
hesitate to contact us. Quotations for manufacturing are free of charge.
by Karel Hacker
Director of Hacker Model Production, a.s.
www.rapidprototyping.cz
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Iguassu Software Systems a.s.
Iguassu Software Systems a.s.
Evropská 120
160 00 Prague 6
Czech Republic
Tel.:+ 420 235 351 000 (English)
+ 420 603 854 477 (English,
Spanish, German)
Fax: +
 420 235 351 934
UK Fax with e-mail forward:
+44 7092 034415
E-mail: petr@compuserve.com
www.iguassu.eu
ESA bidders code: ESABD 58008

Main acitivites and clients
Software design & development and consultancy for clients in space
 ESA, Eumetsat, GJU (Spain) and other technologies
 HP (Germany & US), Agilent (Germany), KNAPP (Austria), Ingersoll Rand (US) ………
including real-time systems, satellite navigation, GRID technologies in EO processing, embedded systems. Services are
provided both on a time & material and fixed price projects basis, from Prague offices, or worldwide on site. Iguassu has
extensive and in-depth experience in multi-national teams and consorcia, and long term assignments in Europe and the
Americas.
Consultancy to West European companies in Latin-American and Czech aerospace markets.
All staff speak fluent English, some also German, Spanish, and limited Russian and Brazilian. Japanese skills are being
developed in-house (see our Japanese website).
In ESA PECS programme, it already has record 2 projects successfully concluded and 2 on-going.
It is also active in promotion of the Czech Republic’s space capabilities in international space events.

Historical background
Established in 1994, as a subsidiary of the UK software house Science Systems, Iguassu was already then involved in space
work. In 1997 the parent company appointed a new manager, still in post, with 12 years‘ experience as ESA staff member
and 18 further years aerospace experience in UK, Spain and Latin America. After the January 2000 management buy out,
Iguassu became an independent Czech SME. It continues to focus on technology applications including space, but also
e.g. embedded s/w for automotive industry. Since 2001 it was represented in the „Czech Board for co-operation with ESA“
and since 2005 in the „Czech Board for Space Activities“. In 2006 it instigated the creation of the Czech Space Alliance and
became it’s leader.

Services and Projects
Recent projects for ESA and Galileo

On Czech entry into the ESA PECS, Iguassu was the only company to be awarded more than one project (in fact further
opportunities were barred by PECS funding limitations).
 T he EGNOS SISNeT project, conceived with GMV, was completed in Prague last year.
 ESRIN project to apply GRID technologies to Earth Observation processes (with focus on SAR) and co-development of
“Grid of Demand” was conceived in co-operation with Indra Madrid and also recently successfully completed.
Both brought us good experience and led to follow up projects.
 T he operation of the 1st Central European EGNOS receiving station, monitoring the integrity of EGNOS satellite
navigation data (IMAGE Project), linked in real-time into ESA central database, set up during the initial SISNeT project
continues.
 EGNOS SISNeT II includes among other work packages the complete design & development of SISNeT server, and is
monitored by the ESA GNSS team
 Iguassu is a member of the Indra consortium, including Thales, Alcatel Space, CNES… developing the Galileo Search &
Rescue subsystem.
 Iguassu is a member of the ACS consortium which had won the IIM TTS bid, where it apports its GRID experience to the
development of EO information mining in time-series. The work is being carried out on ESRIN and ACS premises.
 Subcontract by the Italian SME association AIPAS and the British ASTOS on the SPACE4SME projects, awarded by ESA
under the MOA with the SME4Space, mapping needs of SMEs in ESA. Iguassu covers the CEE countries.


Past space projects participation (over 45 man years) include
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 eteosat TP Main Control Centre CF
M
Satellite Control System SCOS 2000 for ESOC
Ground segment systems support (ESOC)
Envisat payload processing (ESRIN),
IRIDIUM terminal test software (Racal, UK)
MSG, MCF (UK, Eumetsat, and Prague)
MSG Primary Ground Station (Gilching, D)

2

1

Galileo will improve safety
and accuracy of navigation.
Iguassu Software is participating
in development of Galileo Search
& Rescue capability as well as
in EGNOS SISNeT development
for ESA




Marketing and consultancy track record of Iguassu staff




Image: ESA-J.Huart
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A view of Earth from
the STS-116 Space
Shuttle Mission





Photo: NASA
3

telescope auto-tracking system (turnkey system Czech R.)
s ystems maintenance and user support for ESOC computer network



First colour image by MSG-2
satellite. Iguassu Software
developed the test tools for the
check out of the MSG Central
Facility under a Fixed Price
Contract to SciSys plc

 EU Satellite Centre in Spain, for Anite Systems
W
CONAE Argentina, 2.4 M US$ satellite station, for Anite Systems
United Nations (UNEP), Mercure satellite communications project, for Anite Systems
Latin American satellite station report for ESA external services
INPE Brazil 9.4 M US$ bid for CBERS system, for Anite Systems
Market intelligence and bid support in Brazilian aerospace for Vega and SciSys
Latin-American aerospace market report for Shreveport
C zech defence market for Inmarsat (subcontract to TriPolus)

Examples of non-space projects



5 years’ intensive work for HP in Germany and California
Embedded software design & development for ThermoKing

Other activities

Image: EUMETSAT 2006

Leadership of the Czech Space Alliance (CSA) and co-operation with space associations in ESA countries, which lead to CSA
becoming one of the founding members of the pan-European SME4space trade association, strongly supported by ESA.
Winning two competitions to participate in the “EU Gateway to Japan”, with EU sponsored trade exhibition and business
meetings in Japan.
Promotion of the Czech Republic space skills on the international market, from Rio de Janeiro (IAF/IAC), through Prague
(keynote speech in the int’l. conference on ICT technologies in space, DASIA), Bangalore (as delegate of the Czech
President’s diplomatic mission to India), Tokyo (Czech Japan Science and Technology Days) …and participation in a recent
top level meeting between the Czech prime minister and ESA DG in Paris.

European Space Agency (ESA) Survey
ESA survey of Czech industry (see introductory article) by NODAL consultants in 2002 gave Iguassu top marks in most
evaluation criteria, and highlighted its FFP project for Eumetsat, design & development of test tools for MSG CF system
validation, as an outstanding example of successful Czech international space co-operation. In October 2007, ESA experts
carried out another audit of Czech industry and Iguassu was again one of the selected companies. Evaluation is expected
soon.

References - locations & clients






 arket locations - UK, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, Argentina, USA and the Czech Republic; Iguassu staff also
M
have experience in other countries, such as Brazil, Mexico or Portugal and in working with supra-national or national
entities such as UNEP, EU Satellite Centre, INPE and the Brazilian and Argentine Space Agencies, BNSC, CDTI etc.
software clients - apart from those mentioned above, customers for software development and consultancy include
SciSys plc, CAM GmbH, Iridium (subcontract), Czech Academy of Sciences, HTS UK, ABB, Ingersoll Rand US, KNAPP
Systems Austria, the Inter-American development Bank, Thermoking
aerospace marketing consultancy - SciSys plc, Vega GmbH, ESA External Services, TriPolus UK, Integral Systems
France, Shreeveport UK, Czech Ministry of interior

3
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Inter-Informatics Group
Inter-Informatics Group
Kolčavka 75/3
190 00 Praha
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 266 799 411
Fax: +420 266 799 412
E-mail: info@inter-informatics.com
www.inter-informatics.com

Company profile
In the last five years, Inter-Informatics Group has grown from less than 50 employees to currently 240. The company
focuses on providing engineering and IT services to the aerospace industy along with a variety of clients in the
transportation, energy and engineering industries.
In 2005, the firm signed a 10-year partnership with Airbus as a first level subcontractor, the only Airbus supplier to do so
in the Czech Republic. A detailed design centre, TC Inter-Informatics a.s, was created at our headquarters in Prague to
support this partnership and to enhance collaboration. This centre is focused specifically on providing development
and customer modifications of the aircraft cabin interiors of the Airbus A380, A330/340 and A318/319/320/321.
The company has also successfully diversified its aerospace portfolio in recent years. The growth is highlighted by
increasing cooperation with Labinal, Stork Fokker, Job Air and Flight Data Vision. Using highly educated and trained
workforce and leveraging from years of extensive aerospace experience, Inter-Informatics is able to take on large
scale projects and to provide highly customized solutions.

Services and Solutions
Engineering services
Inter-Informatics has a highly skilled engineering workforce which is flexible, experienced and cost-effective. We provide
our clients with the highest quality solutions with a shorter time to market providing them with a competitive advantage.
We value long-term partnerships and offer our clients fully customized services to suit their needs. Our personnel are
proficient in a number of design software packages including Catia V4/V5, Pro/E, SolidEdge, and UG as well as data
management software including Enovia, Optegra, Windchill and SmarTeam. A certified Quality Management system is in
place, along with rigorous data quality and information security practices. We have expertise in the following fields:
1.
2.




3.
4.



5.
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Concept development
New Design development
Interiors
Structures
Systems
Feasibility studies, integration studies, product definition
Preliminary and detailed design
Drawings (detail/assembly/installation)
Stress and FEM analysis
Virtual engineering support
Data migration (2D/3D)
Digital mock-up (DMU) including clash detection and investigation
2D-drawings

6.

Manufacturing, production support and NC programming

7.

Changes and supplements to documentation and manuals

3

1

Information systems

Inter-Informatics is a leading
engineering services and
information systems provider to
the aerospace industry

2

Inter-Informatics’ workforce is
highly skilled and educated

3

Electrical systems design

4

Cabin interior installation and
design

The Inter-Informatics IS department consists of 35 highly skilled technicians and engineers with up to 10 years of
proven experience. We cover all phases of IS lifecycle, from requirements analysis to solution design, development,
implementation, support and maintenance. Our consultancy centre provides project management, process controlling,
reporting along with system integration services. We follow the highest standard of quality assurance including all public
software development standards. We use the “Unified Process” methodology, perform extensive unit, performance and
integration tests and use SLD/SLA driven solution support, based on ITIL principles.
We focus on providing the following customer-oriented solutions to a variety of industries:


5

4

Inter-Informatics is proficient
with a variety of design programs
and software






Document management in complex environments
Process Performance Management
Management/Enterprise Information Systems (MIS/EIS)
Product Data Management (PDM)
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

Certifications






ISO 9001:2000 Certification
EN 9100:2003 Certification
Airbus Deutschland Design Subcontractor Qualification
EASA 21J.361 Design Organization Approval
DIN 6700-2, Class C5, Welding Certificate

Locations
Prague, Czech Republic
Pilsen, Czech Republic		
Munich, Germany		
Hamburg, Germany		
Bratislava, Slovakia		
Bucharest, Romania		

Headoffice and design centre
Design office
Commercial office
Interface site for Airbus projects
Design office
Design office

References
Engineering Services:
		
			
Information Systems:
			

Airbus Deutschland, Aircabin, BelAZ, Labinal Engineering Germany, Labinal 		
Groupe Safran, Stork Fokker, Job Air, Flight Data Vision, Bobcat, CLAAS, ŠKODA 		
Transportation, TS Plzeň, ZVVZ Milevsko, CZ Loko, ASTC Antonov
Airbus Deutschland, Airbus Espana, Thales, ČEZ, Sanofi aventis, Siemens, Konstruktiva
Transtechnik				

5
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REFLEX s.r.o.
REFLEX s.r.o.
Novodvorská 994
142 21 Praha 4
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 239 043 333
Fax: +420 239 042 500
E-mail: reflex@reflex-co.cz
www.reflex-co.cz

Company profile
Reflex s.r.o. belongs to the group of Bede plc companies. Reflex was based as a joint venture company by the
leading researchers in the field of advanced X-ray optics from the Czech Republic and by the Bede Ltd., UK in 1996.
Reflex designed the unique Micromirror™ that had been supplied with the Bede microSOURCE® X-ray generator.

Reflex Expertise and Experience
Reflex expertise and experience focuses on replication technologies, nanostructure and multilayer structure deposition,
electroplating technologies and electroless deposition of metals, ion milling, X-ray imaging, X-ray CCD, X-ray optics, and
nanocomposite materials. This includes tests and measurements (R&D of nanostructured thin film coatings, microroughness,
slope error, electron microscopy, profile measurements, AFM surface characterization, X-ray reflectivity measurements
and precise characterization of multilayered systems). Reflex and its specialists can, due their long experience, offer
consultations and expertise in the fields of optics with super smooth surfaces, X-ray optics and X-ray detection - especially
in those connected with design of X-ray optical systems and use of CCDs for detection of X-rays.  The test facilities and
measurements devices include optical and X-ray imaging and focal image analyses, scanning electron microscope,
powerful optical high resolution optical microscope, atomic force microscope, profilometer, and X-ray diffractometer.
Further tests and measurements including accurate metrology are carried out in collaboration with other partners in the
Czech Republic.

X-ray Optics
Reflex s.r.o. has outstanding capabilities in the design and manufacture of super smooth specular X-ray optics for hard
X-ray to EUV radiation. Combination of extremely smooth optical surfaces and electroplating is one of the key Reflex
technologies. This also includes deposition and metrology of very smooth thin layers of thickness below 5 nm and surface
micro roughness less than 1 nm for x-ray optics.

X-ray Cameras

The
other important field of Reflex R&D and activities are X-ray detectors and cameras. Especially, scientific imaging with
X-ray BI CCD detectors is on superior level. Currently Reflex s.r.o. produces four types of cameras. Two of Soft X-ray Digital
CCD Cameras, one fast readout X-ray camera (40 Mpixels/s) and one X-ray camera with spatial resolution below one
micrometer.

Design of Parts and Complex Opto-Mechanical Systems
The design of parts and mechanical systems is realized using ProEng CAD system. Mechanical manufacture is
outsourced in high quality specialized facilities.

International Cooperation nd References
The scientific standard of Reflex s.r.o. is demonstrated by several successful international projects. These
projects included co-operation with Medical Research Council, Cambridge, FOM, Plasma Physics Institute,
Uttrecht, Holland, European Space Agency - PECS and Smithsonian Astrophysics Observatory, Harvard, USA.
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Applications

REFLEX X-ray optics at SPIE
conference and exhibition in
San Diego

Grazing incidence X-ray mirrors and X-ray cameras from Reflex have applications in semiconductor industry,
astrophysics, EUV lithography, material research, biology and hot plasma research. Reflex super smooth Xray mirrors and X-ray detectors are used in laboratories and companies in the USA, UK, EU, Japan, China and
Korea.

Replicated, carbon fiber
reinforced and multi-foil X-ray
optic samples
One half of a multi-foil optical
system studied for X-ray space
telescopes
Mandrel with gold layer prepared
for EUV lithography mirror
replication

3

Fast digital X-ray camera for
metrology and topography of
silicon wafers

4

5
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Space Devices Ltd.
Space Devices spol.s r.o.
Na Rovinách 324/12
142 00 Praha 4
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 244 471 150
Fax: +420 244 471 150
E-mail :
halikm@i-line.cz
E-mail :
ullrichj@i-line.cz
http://spacedevices.i-line.cz

History
SPACE DEVICES Ltd. was established in 1991 as a Czech small private company specialized in design, development,
construction and manufacturing of scientific instruments especially for space research. Company also offers service
support and consultations in the domain of it’s activities. The founders of the company draw on their long time
experience in this field obtained during their participation in Intercosmos program during years 1969-1990. They
became specialists during their participation on following Intercosmos projects: VERTICAL, PROGNOZ, VEGA, MIR
and PHOBOS. Now they are able to develop special instruments, while manufacturing is provided by cooperating
enterprises under a thorough supervision. Later on, all the necessary integration, testing and calibration are provided
by Space Devices’ specialists.

Realized Space Projects
X-ray broad band spectrometers of the Solar radiation for INTERBALL (1991), KORONAS (1992), MARS 96 (1993) and
INTERBALL sub-satellite (1994)
Hard X-ray Spectrometer HXRS, launched on 12th March, 2000 on US MTI satellite board. The HXRS was developed
and manufactured by Space Devices for the joint experiment of the Astronomical Institute of the Academy of Sciences
of Czech Republic and the Space Environment Center of NOAA, USA. The main goal of the project was to study physical
processes in the solar flares and also, to explore a possibility of the hard X-ray observations from regions with extremely
high fluencies of charged particles. This type of observations would enable to give alerts and warn against proton flares in
case that the spectrometer observes in real time from a geostationary orbit.
MIMOSA (Micro-accelerometric Measurement Of Satellite Accelerations) was a mini-satellite with advanced
version of micro-accelerometer MAC-03 as a master device on its board, launched on 30th June, 2003 from Plesetsk (Russia);
SPACE DEVICES was a main contractor for this project. MIMOSA was developed by Space Devices Ltd. for Astronomical
Institute of Czech Academy of Sciences.
Primary Mission objective of MIMOSA project was measurement of atmospheric drag and other non-gravitational origin
forces. In relation with this, the satellite had to be of a very regular shape (ideal is sphere), and the major scientific device on
board, new generation micro-accelerometer MAC-03, had to be placed in its center of gravity with a very high precision.
Some satellite technical data:
Total mass at launch:			
Dimensions:			
Moments of inertia:			
Computer: 			
Solar arrays - built it yourself:		
Batteries:				
Telemetry data down line:		
Command up line:			
Independent technology down line:
Number of antennae:			
Solar orientation sensors with DSP
Magnetometer
GPS
Range-finger
Attitude control:			
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65 ± 3kg
560 x 560 x 570 mm
Jx : 2.61 kgm-2, Jy : 2.79 kgm2, Jz : 2.58 kgm2
processor SAB80C166, 2 identical computers -main and back-up one
GaAs panels 200 x 200 mm - 17 pieces, 20W,
Li-Ion, 8 Ah
56k baud
1200 baud
1200 baud
8+1

3 perpendicular magnetotorquers

3

4

1

MIMOSA mini-satellite mounted
on ROKOT rocket interface

Current Projects

2

Management of SPACE DEVICES
with their baby - MIMOSA

3

Hard X-ray Spectrometer HXRS
in a protecting frame and HXRS
tester

4

CZ team in Ball Aerospace, where
HXRS was mounted on MTI
satellite (left)

5

Autonomous Fireball
Observatory without its outdoor
housing and covers

Autonomous Fireball Observatory for taking snaps of fireballs flying though Earth atmosphere has been developed
in SPACE DEVICES. The observatory takes pictures of the entire night sky through panoramic lens, and record overall
brightness of the sky as well as sound in the acoustic spectrum when a fireball is spotted. The observatory, familiarly called
a fireball camera, operates automatically without operator intervention for one month. At night, under favorable climatic
conditions, as evaluated by the camera itself, the sky is photographed and the starting time of exposure, observation
station number and sequence number are marked on the picture. The sky is photographed on a flat film, that is kept in the
focal plane by underpressure. A three-blade revolving sector with selectable rotation speed is located above the film plate.
The revolving sector allows for subsequent velocity calculations of the observed fireball.
The observatory contains a precipitation detector, a cloudiness detector (a CCD camera with a video grabber and digital
signal processing), an overall sky brightness detector (a photomultiplier with electronics and a micro-controller) and a
sound detector. It also has a control computer and a micro-controller for the temperature control.
If at minimum two observatories (the smallest network of fireball cameras) catch a fireball, it is possible to compute where
the rest of the fireball fell.
For the present SPACE DEVICES produced 11 observatories for the network in Czech Republic and 4 desert type
observatories with solar shields for the network in Western Australia.

6

Desert type of Autonomous
Fireball Observatory observation station Kybo
(Western Australia)

BOSS (Bolide Sky Spectrograph) has been developing in SPACE DEVICES from spring 2007. The development is
financed by SPACE DEVICES with 50% dotation from Ministry of Industry and Commerce of Czech Republic. BOSS will
measure spectrum of bolides (fireballs) while flying and burning in the sky.
Spectral range of BOSS: 380 - 800 nm.

6

5
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TL elektronic Inc.
TL elektronic Inc
Airport, Building 125
503 41 Hradec Králové
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 495 482 393
Fax: +420 495 482 394
E-mail: info@tl-elektronic.com
www.tl-elektronic.com
ESA bidders code: ESABD 58012

General information
TL elektronic Inc. is a joint-stock company with basic capital USD 1,5 milion. It is located at the airport in Hradec
Králové, about 100 km to the east from Prague. TL elektronic was founded in 1995. Within more than 10 years of its
activity, the company has developed more than 40 instruments or units determined entirely for aircrafts. TL elektronic
is a world leader in the development and manufacturing of aerospace instruments and onboard aircraft systems.
For continuous enhancement of quality of products TL elektronic has implemented a system of quality management
according to ISO9001:2001. Moreover, it has gained approvals for Design and Production of General Aviation and
Military Aviation products, furthermore, an approval for Verification and Testing of aviation appliances and also
is authorized to handle confidential information. TL elektronic is fully approved within scope of European Space
Agency (ESA) programmes such as ESA SME, EMITS and ESID.
TL elektronic’s major customers include e.g. the company BRP-ROTAX (Bombardier), the greatest manufacturer
of aircraft engines in Europe, and also the Aerospace Department of the Czech Technical University in Prague. TL
elektronic participates significantly in the aircraft research and is one of the main partners of the Czech Aerospace
Research Centre of the Czech Republic.

Products
TL elektronic sells its products through the distributors in more than 30 countries. The foreign sales represent 98% of the
company’s overall production. TL elektronic is a very flexible and reputable company. The chief priorities include using the
most advanced technologies and keeping the delivery dates of orders. 100% support is given to all customers for alreadyrealized projects. The company TL elektronic also deals with the development of its own sophisticated instruments. In
2004 one of its units was nominated for the most prestigious Czech national award in the category of “The most significant
new technology or product developed in the Czech Republic”.

Other activities and future
TL elektronic plays an important role in the Czech Space Alliance, Association of Sports Aircraft Manufacturers in the Czech
Republic and the Unmanned Systems Manufacturers Association. TL elektronic is also a permanent member of the Subcommittee for Science, Research, Aviation and Cosmonautics of the Chamber of Deputies in the Czech Republic. In the
coming years, TL elektronic intends to keep expanding particularly in the Sportplane, Experimental and General Aviation
categories. Among other activities, there are military projects and space research projects for the organization ESA.

Approvals and Certificates
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Approval
to handle confidental information (Granted by National Security Authority of the Czech Republic)
Number of Approval: 000480

Quality
management certificate ISO9001:2001 (Granted by Bureau Veritas Certification - BVQI)
Number of certificate: 6001491

Approval
for production of general aviation products according to Part 21 (Granted by Civil Aviation Authority Czech
Republic - CAA)
Number of Approval: CZ.21G.0046

Approval
for alternative procedures of design of general aviation products according to Part 21 (Granted by European
Aviation Safety Agency - EASA)
Number of Approval: AP168

Approval
for production of military aviation products (Granted by Ministry of Defence Czech Republic - OVL MO)
Number of Approval: MAA075

Approval
for testing of general aviation products (Granted by Civil Aviation Authority Czech Republic - CAA)
Number of Approval: L-3-076

2

1

Artist’s view of the COROT
satellite

References

Photo: ESA
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View into a logger Dynamic
test equipment for assessment
of flutters – developed
exclusively for the Czech Centre
for Aeronautical and Cosmic
Research
MKP wing model with 34968
elements linearly modelled in the
Nastran program, type CQUAD4
with PSHELL features

3






Dynamic test equipment for flutter assessment - developed exclusively for the Czech Centre for Aeronautical and
Cosmic Research
New Flydat - developed exclusively for the Rotax-Bombardier GmbH, the largest manufacturer of aircraft engines in
Europe
Structural Life Monitoring Unit for determination of remaining lifetime of aircraft - developed in co-operation with the
Ministry of Trade and Industry of the Czech Republic, the Czech Technical University and the aeronautical computer
centre VANESSA AIR Ltd

Engine
control unit for retractable engines in motorised gliders - developed exclusively for Martin Wezel Flugzeugtechnik, Germany

View of a Structural Life
Monitoring Unit, which was
in 2004 nominated for the
most prestigious Czech
national award “Czech Heads”
in the category of “The most
significant new technology or
product developed in the Czech
Republic”
4
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Cestmir Barta, BBT Materials Processing, Crystal Science & Technology Institute

E-mail: bartabbt@atlas.cz
http://bbt.mysteria.cz
BBT Materials Processing is a research, development and production company with extensive international experience in material sciences and technology in space (Salyut 6-Sojuz, MIR, ISS), including in ESA and Energija. It focuses on high-tech applications in space,
including development and manufacturing of apparatuses, devices, control systems and software.

CompoTech Plus spol. s r. o.

E-mail: karel@compotech.com
www.compotech.com
CompoTech Plus offers expertise, design consultancy, R&D, and manufacturing in structural composite tubes. We help our customers
to develop market opportunities and work with them to enhance their products and maximise their cost benefits. This is achieved by
optimizing the composite tube, its production technology, and the use of high-tech materials.

CSRC, spol. s r.o.

E-mail: info@csrc.cz
www.csrc.cz
Design of electronic and programmable systems, software development, including all necessary ESA requested documentation, test
procedures and simulations (e.g PSA, FMECA, DML, DPL, DCL), clean-room assembling. Mechanical Design & Manufacturing, including
all necessary testing and simulation, as requested by ESA testing procedures. Performing all necessary tests (TVT, EMC, Vibration ... ) for
quality assurance and system specification conformance.

evolving systems consulting s.r.o.

E-mail: richard.sysala@evolvsys.cz
www.evolvsys.cz
Evolvsys.cz is a software producer & hardware assembler, which provides flight software development for various satellite on-board
instruments as well as data processing ground segment software. Delivers innovative technologies and comprehensive know-how to
benefit customers in several countries. Company is active in the areas of Information, Communications, Control and Automation.

Fimes a.s.

E-mail: michalcik@fimes.mesit.cz
www.fimes.mesit.cz
Fimes, a.s. offers manufacturing of investment casting (Al, Cu and steel alloys), pressure and die casting (Al alloys), manufacturing of
moulds, injection moulds and press dies for plastic mouldings, pressure and gravity dies of tool steels for Al and Zn alloys parts, manufacturing of fixtures, jigs and parts made by precision cutting, repair of moulds and dies.

m 
member of
Czech Aerospace Systems

Czech Aerospace Systems s.r.o.

E-mail: mailbox@frencken.cz
www.czaerosystems.eu, www.frencken.cz
Czech Aerospace Systems s.r.o. is a supplier of precision mechanical components and modules for aircraft and space industry. Company
is equipped with up-to-date technology and software for performed business.

Hacker Model Production a.s.

E-mail: karelhacker@hacker-model.com
www.hacker-model.com
Is a full service, high capacity provider of Rapid Prototyping and rapid production services. Using the latest technologies - 3D scanning,
E-manufacturing (3D printing) we produce top quality functional prototypes, presentation models, casting patterns and production
parts in plastic, elastomeric and metal materials directly from 3D data.

Iguassu Software Systems a.s.

E-mail: petr@compuserve.com
www.iguassu.eu
Iguassu Software Systems is a software development and consultancy company with extensive international experience and over 45
man years in space projects, including in ESA, Eumetsat and Galileo. It focuses on high tech applications in space and automotive industry, including control systems, embedded software and satellite navigation.

Inter-Informatics Group

E-mail: info@inter-informatics.com
www.inter-informatics.com
Inter-Informatics Group is a leading provider of engineering services to the aerospace industry and a choice supplier of customer solutions in the area of business information systems. Our highly trained and experienced staff are positioned to provide value-added
results time and again.

Reflex s.r.o.

E-mail: reflex@reflex-co.cz
www.reflex-co.cz
Reflex offers expertise, R&D, and manufacturing of precise X-ray optic, and precise X-ray cameras for industry and scientific research.
It also provides other services, including metrology, numerical simulations, data processing and visualisation, mechanical design and
manufacturing.

Space Devices spol. s r. o

E-mail: ullrichj@seznam.cz, halikm@i-line.cz
http://spacedevices.i-line.cz
Czech small private company SPACE DEVICES Ltd. is ready for design, development, construction and manufacturing of instruments for
space research, mainly scientific ones, including their software.

TL elektronic Inc

E-mail: info@tl-elektronic.com
www.tl-elektronic.com
TL elektronic is a world leader in development and production of digital aerospace instruments and aircraft equipment based on widerange know-how. Using the latest technologies and cooperation with technical universities TL elektronic offers the best solutions and
services to its customers.

Czech Trade Promotion Agency
Head Office
Dittrichova 21
128 01 Prague
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 224 907 500
Fax: +420 224 907 503
E-mail: info@czechtrade.cz
www.czechtrade.cz

